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Abstract
We present three enhancements to accelerate the extraction of separatrices of three-dimensional vector fields, us-
ing intelligently selected “sample” streamlines. These enhancements reduce the number of needed sample stream-
lines and their propagation length. Inflow/outflow matching supports the simultaneous extraction of topologically
significant inflow and outflow separatrices in a single pass. An adaptive sampling approach is introduced and used
to seed streamlines in a more meaningful and efficient manner. Cell-locking is a new concept that isolates regions
of a data set that do not contain separatrices. This concept makes streamline propagation more efficient as stream-
lines are not propagated through cells that do not influence or contain separatrices. These enhancements enable
us to perform separatrix construction for three-dimensional vector field data requiring less overall computation.
Categories and Subject Descriptors (according to ACM CCS): I.3.3 [Computer Graphics]: Viewing algorithms I.3.4
[Computer Graphics]: Application packages
1. Introduction
Most topological approaches for bivariate vector field seg-
mentation construct the separatrices defining the topological
skeleton of a flow field. The topological skeleton is given by
sets of curves (in two dimensions) or surfaces (in three di-
mensions) that separate the domain of the field into regions
of similar flow. In two dimensions, these approaches have
their origin in critical point analysis. One identifies all the
critical points in the field, finds the attachment and separa-
tion points on the domain boundary and uses these points,
propagated through the flow field, to define its topological
skeleton.
These approaches, until recently, had not been extended to
three dimensional vector fields, at least not from a computa-
tional perspective. There are two main reasons for this fact:
First, critical points rarely appear in three dimensional vec-
tors fields. In fact, vector fields that contain a large number
of vortices (the three-dimensional generalization of a criti-
cal point in two dimensions) may contain no isolated criti-
cal points at all. Second, in three dimensions, the instabili-
ties of propagation (stream line integration) methods, such
as Runge-Kutta, are inherently more noticeable and greatly
affect the overall structure of the separatrices. From a com-
putational point of view it is extremely challenging to de-
vise sound, effective, and efficient methods to extract and
represent geometrically the separatrix structure of a three-
dimensional vector field.
Recent work by Mahrous et al.12 allows for topological
separation of vector fields using a “segmented data set” ap-
proach. It is similar to previous two-dimensional approaches
in that it isolates the separatrices in three-dimensional vec-
tor fields. It is a two-step algorithm: First it replaces the
vector field with a segmented data set; second, that data
set is processed using a material interface algorithm to
generate the final separatrices. The algorithm determines
both local separatrices, separatrices generated from attache-
ment/separaration points on the boundary, and critical point
separatrices, separatrices formed by connections among
critical points contained in the field.
The basic idea of the algorithm by Mahrous et al. is to
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Figure 1: Topological boundaries of the tornado data set.
The boundary of the tornado data set is shown, where red signi-
fies inflow portions of the boundary and green outflow. Illuminated
streamlines22 are used to show the flow and structure of the tor-
nado’s core (from Mahrous et al.12). Data set courtesy of LLNL2.
use “property markers” on each inflow region or outflow re-
gion. These property markers are used in conjunction with
streamlines to assign to each vertex (of a mesh discretizing
the domain) the location that flow near that vertex ultimately
tends to travel towards. A Voronoi diagram is constructed
inside each cell by using the the vertices of the cell as the
Voronoi points. Each vertex, v, thus obtains a fractional rep-
resentation of the travel paths of the streamlines that travel
through the Voronoi cells that contain v, see Figure 2. The
tangential boundaries between these travel paths can be ex-
pressed as surfaces, which are the topological boundaries, or
separatrices, of the vector field.
This approach, while able to extract the topological sur-
faces of the field, is inefficient in some stages: some regions
of the vector field are continuously refined when they con-
tain no portion of the separatrix. Also, some streamlines are
propagated through sections of the vector field when their
property could be determined earlier. Furthermore, to com-
pletely capture all separatrices of a field, two passes would
need to be made, one propagating the streamlines forward
and one propagating the streamlines backward.
The methods presented in this paper extract the same
topological surfaces in a single pass and in a much more
efficient manner. Section 2 discusses motivation and related
work, while Section 3 summarizes the original algorithm.
Section 4 presents the improvements made to the original
algorithm and in Sections 5 and 6 we discuss results and
conclusions respectively.
2. Motivation and Related Work
Traditional bivariate vector field segmentation techniques
characterize two-dimensional fields by their critical points.
Classification of these points and segmentation by separa-
trices, coupled with identification of attachement/separation
points, completely describes the flow in the two-dimensional
case. However, three-dimensional fields can be arbitrarily
complex, may not contain isolated critical points (consider,
for example, the NASA delta wing9), and may contain com-
plex features that are difficult to visualize. As a result, clas-
sical bivariate approaches are difficult to extend to three-
dimensional fields.
Current three-dimensional vector field visualization tech-
niques rely mainly on streamline and streamsurface
generation6, 13. These approaches trace massless particles
through the vector field, representing their trajectories by
linking them in lines (streamlines) or surfaces (streamsur-
faces). Level sets20 were used to enhance streamline genera-
tion. However, the most important vector field segmentation
technique is the generation of separatrices. Separatrices are
streamsurfaces that separate the flow into topologically sim-
ilar regions. Scheuermann et al.15, 16, 17, and others,18, 21 have
done research in this area for two-dimensional vector fields.
Recent work has been done as well12, 14 to identify these sep-
aratrices for three-dimensional vector fields.
Various vector field visualization techniques have been
proposed to visualize certain features of the data set, rather
than partitioning the vector fields based on topological
surfaces. Certain phenomena are found within the vector
field3, 7, 6, 9, 10 and then visualized.
Van Wijk’s method19 creates implicit stream surfaces by
calculating streamlines at all grid points. Values are assigned
to the streamlines in regions of interest, defining a scalar
function that is constant on streamlines. Streamsurfaces are
then obtained as isosurfaces of this scalar function.
Work done by Mahrous et al.12 to generate local
separatrices16 also samples a given vector field using stream-
lines. Sampling is used to generate the information needed to
derive a segmentation of the field. The original vector field
data at each vertex is replaced by a barycentric coordinate tu-
ple that represents the “probability” for a local separatrix to
be close to that vertex. A material interface algorithm, sim-
ilar to that of Bonnell et al.1, can then be used to generate
local separatrices. The local separatrices that divide the vec-
tor field into regions of similar flow behavior are the sepa-
rating surfaces defined by the barycentric coordinate tuples.
Our approach enhances the work done by Mahrous et al.12
by improving the underlying sampling technique. Further-
more computation time is reduced substantially by adding
“cell locking” and inflow-outflow matching.
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3. Converting Vector Fields
Given a vector field defined on a three-dimensional simpli-
cial (tetrahedral) grid, we define a labelling scheme for its
vertices and use it to determine “terminating cells.” Stream-
lines are seeded and propagated until they encounter one of
these terminating cells. The streamlines acquire the “prop-
erty marker” of the terminating cell encountered and pass
this property to the vertices along discretely sampled paths.
These properties are then used to create a “segmented data
set.” Finally, a material interface algorithm approximates lo-
cal separatrices. Summarized, the algorithm consists of three
steps:
1. Labelling: Locate all terminating cells in the data set and
using an area-growing approach12 label each contiguous
group with distinct property markers.
2. Sampling and Tabulating: Seed streamlines and allow
them to propagate through the data set, inheriting the
properties of their associated terminating cells. Then, dis-
tribute the properties from the streamlines to the original
data locations, replacing the original vector field with a
segmented data set.
3. Creating Separatrices: Apply a material interface algo-
rithm to the segmented data set to produce the desired
separatrices.
3.1. Marking Terminating Cells
A cell C is considered a terminating cell when a streamline s
exists such that, for an infinitely small stepsize t and a prop-
agation method (such as Runge-Kutta), repeated iteration of
the advection function will not move s into another cell in the
data set. A cell C can be a terminating cell due to practical
reasons (e.g., the boundary of the data set is encountered) or
due to theoretical reasons (e.g., C contains a sink as a critical
point).
Each terminating cell in the data set needs to be located
and labelled, which is done in two stages. The first stage
locates critical points in the data set, see Figure 3. Often
none exist due to the fact that even extremely complex three-
dimensional vector fields rarely contain critical points. How-
ever, if any do exist they must be labelled with an appro-
priate inflow or outflow property. The second stage locates
and appropriately labels the terminating cells on the domain
boundary. This step is done using an area-growing approach
on the boundary.
First, we construct a list B of all boundary faces (triangles)
of the mesh. We determine an element b ∈ B such that b is
not yet labelled with a property. The element b can have as
its associated property inflow, outflow, or tangential flow. Let
~v1, . . . ,~vn
be the vectors associated with the vertices of b and~n be the
inward normal of b with respect to the boundary of the do-
(a)
(b)
Figure 2: Sampling with streamlines and tabulating their values.
Figure (a) shows a close-up view of a cell in a 2D data set. The
Voronoi cell decomposition is shown to illustrate tabulation assign-
ments (e.g. all portions of the streamlines that are in the red sec-
tion of the cell contribute to the red vertex). The accumulated prop-
erties are also shown, on a per-vertex basis. Thus the red vertex
has 100% contribution from the green streamlines, the yellow ver-
tex has 100% contribution from the blue streamlines and the orange
vertex has 70% green contribution and 30% blue contribution. Fig-
ure (b) shows the cell embedded in the data set. Notice the green
streamlines accumulate their properties from the green section of the
boundary, while the blue streamlines are accumulating their prop-
erties from an internal “orbit.”
main. Then, b is an inflow face if
~v1, . . . ,~vn all satisfy~vi ·~n > 0
and an outflow face if
~v1, . . . ,~vn all satisfy~vi ·~n < 0.
If neither of these two conditions hold, i.e.
∃i such that~vi ·~n > 0 and ∃ j such that~v j ·~n < 0,
then b is called a tangential flow face. Tangential flow faces
have two properties, an inflow property and an outflow prop-
erty. When b’s type is determined, it is appropriately la-
belled, see Figure 4.
When b is labelled, we queue all of its neighbors. Next
we label each neighbor with the same property if it has the
same boundary flow condition, i.e., if b is an inflow face and
c© The Eurographics Association 2003.
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Figure 3: Critical point classification.
Classification criteria for critical points. “R1 and R2 denote the real
parts of the eigenvalues of the Jacobian, i1 and i2 the imaginary
parts”7. (from Helman and Hesselink 7).
is labelled with an inflow property, then we only label those
of b’s neighbors that are also inflow. If the neighbor is a tan-
gential flow boundary face, then it is labelled since it repre-
sents both inflow and outflow. If the current queue element is
labelled, then we queue its neighbors and continue this pro-
cess until the queue is empty. When the queue is empty, we
repeat the process again by first incrementing the label that
was used in the previous pass, and then identifying another
unlabelled cell b.
At the end of this procedure, all terminating cells in the
data set are labelled, and these labels can be assigned to
those streamlines that terminate in these cells.
3.2. Sampling and Tabulating
The first step in sampling the data set is to determine the
seed locations for streamlines. While this step is one of the
advancements to the algorithm, its general form will be dis-
cussed here, leaving the specifics to section 4.3. The “ideal”
sampling will require the minimal number of seeded stream-
lines, covering the maximal number of cells in the data set.
Thus, the final property distribution will ideally cover the
maximal number of vertices.
The actual propagation of the streamlines is performed us-
ing a standard integration technique (Runge-Kutta). When a
streamline s encounters a cell from which it cannot proceed
to another cell (i.e., when encountering a critical point or the
boundary) an appropriate property label Ls is determined and
the cell acquires that label, see Figure 2. Then, each point p
in s “finds” the vertex v in the data set that it is closest to (us-
ing the largest barycentric coordinate component from the
tetrahedral cell that contains p) and “informs” v of the in-
herited property Ls. Each vertex has an associated array of
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 4: Inflow, outflow, and tangential faces on a tetrahedron.
Figure (a) shows a tetrahedron with an inflow face marked in red.
Figure (b) shows a tetrahedron with an outflow face marked in
green. Figure (c) shows a tetrahedron with a tangential flow face.
The inflow section of the face is marked in red, the outflow section is
marked in green, and the linearly interpolated tangential flow line
is marked in blue.(We use linear interpolation over a tetrahedron.)
property counters (which we call its associated barycentric
property tuple) and increments the appropriate counters (or
components) according to the properties of the streamlines
“passing by”.
When this step is done for all streamlines used to sample
the data set, all vertices’ associated barycentric property tu-
ples are normalized. At this point, the data set is segmented
and its separatrices can be determined via a material inter-
face algorithm.
3.3. Creating Separatrices
Definition: Given a data set based on an unstructured tetra-
hedral mesh, and an associated set of material “properties”
c1,c2, . . . ,cm, we associate with each vertex p in the data
set an m-tuple α = (α1,α2, . . . ,αm), where αi is the frac-
tion of property ci present (or “valid”) at p. We assume that
0 ≤ αi ≤ 1, i = 1, . . . ,m, and Σm1 αi = 1. We call data sets of
this kind segmented.
Following the principles established by Bonnell et al.1,
we consider a 3-simplex (tetrahedron) T in a tetrahedral grid
containing m properties. Each vertex is of the form (p,α),
where p represents the Euclidean coordinates of the vertex,
and α = (α1,α2, . . . ,αm) is the associated barycentric coor-
dinate tuple. To determine the possible segment boundaries
in T , we first determine the number of “active” properties
in T . A tetrahedron T contains k active properties if there
are k indices i1, i2, . . . , ik, such that the associated barycen-
tric property tuple α = (α1,α2, . . . ,αm) of each vertex of T
has the property that αi = 0 for i 6= i1, . . . , ik.
Next, the barycentric property tuples associated with the
vertices of T are mapped into a tetrahedron Tα in a (k− 1)-
simplex in “property space,” see Figure 5. This (k − 1)-
simplex has k vertices, where the ith vertex is associated
with a barycentric coordinate that has a value of one in the
ith component, and zeros in the remaining components. We
construct a Voronoi diagram in the (k− 1)-simplex, using
the vertices of the simplex as the points for which to con-
struct the Voronoi diagram. The boundaries of the resulting
c© The Eurographics Association 2003.
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Voronoi cells consist of the faces of the (k−1)-simplex and
the
(k
2
)
hyperplanes defined by the equations αi =α j , where
1 ≤ i < j ≤ k. Next, we calculate the intersections of the 3-
simplex Tα with the Voronoi cells in the (k− 1)-simplex.
These intersections define barycentric coordinates that are
used to calculate intersections in T in Euclidean three-space.
By triangulating these points, we obtain the separating sur-
face(s) in T . This step is applied to each tetrahedron, and we
obtain as a result the separating surfaces of the properties
c1,c2, . . . ,cm.
Figure 5: Property space three-simplex.
The “property space” three-simplex in the case m = 4 (four prop-
erties). The figure illustrates a three-dimensional projection of the
three-simplex with an embedded tetrahedron.
Intersections in the property space (k−1)-simplex can be
found by a clipping procedure: Suppose that an edge of Tα
with endpoints α(1) and α(2) crosses the hyperplane defined
by α1 = α2. If α is the intersection point, we can compute a
parameter r such that
α = (1− r)α(1)+ rα(2).
If the first two coordinates of α are equal, then the first two
coordinates of (1− r)α(1)+ rα(2) are also equal. Thus,
(1− r)α(1)1 + rα
(2)
1 = (1− r)α
(1)
2 + rα
(2)
2 ,
which allows us to calculate r directly. (See Hanson4 for sim-
ilar methods.)We utilize a “clipping and capping” algorithm
that allows us to iteratively clip against each Voronoi bound-
ary, capping the resulting clipped object at each stage. The
clipped object is always convex, and the capping procedure
is straightforward. The polygons of Tα determined by the
clipping algorithm are used to define polygons in T in Eu-
clidean three-space which represent the segment boundaries
in T .
4. Improvements
The improvements of the algorithm are motivated by the
desire to make the algorithm more robust and more effi-
cient. Three improvements are introduced in this paper: in-
flow/outflow matching, adaptive sampling, and cell-locking.
These improvements are explained in detail in the next sec-
tions.
4.1. Inflow/Outflow Matching
The previous version of the algorithm, as discussed in
Mahrous et al.12, while capturing all topological structures
related to forward propagation does not capture some struc-
tures that can be considered necessary for a “complete” topo-
logical skeleton. To determine remaining portions of the
topological skeleton, not only is it important to determine
the forward advection location of each seed point, but it is
also important to determine the backward advection of the
seed point. Thus, when propagating a streamline we must
determine both its “exit property” as well as its “entrance
property.” Note that a streamline can enter the data set at a
source or at a point on the boundary.
In the original version of the algorithm, while both in-
flow and outflow terminating cells are labelled, inflow labels
remain essentially unused during the remaining portion of
the algorithm. This extension, in a single pass, propagates
streamlines forward and backward. As a result, the inflow
and outflow label markers are now used simultaneously. This
approach raises several issues.
We use a tetrahedral decomposition and linear interpola-
tion within cells. Due to numerical inaccuracies, it can be
quite difficult to determine through which face of a tetra-
hedron a streamline exits. For example, when a streamline
leaves a tetrahedron close to an edge, it can become very
hard to determine its exit face. This can lead to problems
when determining a property for a streamline if it leaves the
data set through the edge of a cell that does not contain a
boundary face (and therefore does not contain a property
marker). In order to deal with this issue, we employ search
heuristics (such as breadth-first neighbor search) to deter-
mine the most appropriate label for a streamline.
The process of updating the barycentric property tuples at
each vertex is more complicated than in the original method.
Previously, the number of components in the barycentric
property tuple equaled the total number of property mark-
ers used by the algorithm (since only exit property markers
were considered). Now that both entrance and exit property
markers are accounted for, the total number of components
in each barycentric property tuple must equal the number of
distinct entrance/exit property pairs. This consideration dra-
matically increases the size of the tuples. However, the run
time performance of the material interface algorithm is not
impacted.
4.2. Cell-locking
The process of seeding and computing streamlines is im-
portant for property determination. If this property could be
c© The Eurographics Association 2003.
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Figure 6: Locking cells that initially contain a property.
This boundary cell’s boundary face has a specific property P. The
green vectors indicate outflow, and the red vectors indicate in-
flow. Thus, the only outflow location is on the boundary face and
a streamline entering this cell has only one possible exit location.
The cell can therefore be “locked” with the property P.
determined without running the streamline fully (or at all),
then calculation time could be saved. The basic idea under-
lying our cell-locking strategy is driven by the observation
that propagation through some cells is not necessary when
there is only one possible resulting property. Consider, for
instance, the simple case of a cell C on the boundary of the
domain. Let C have only one outflow face f , and let that face
be on the boundary, see Figure 6. Any streamline s entering
C must exit C on face f . Cell-locking allows any streamline
that enters C to stop when entering C and inherit the respec-
tive property.
This insight can be used to save streamline computations,
and generally allows us to lock a few boundary cells. How-
ever, to achieve significant speed-up, a larger number of cells
throughout the data set must be locked. In order to accom-
plish this goal (having determined the locked boundary cells)
we queue neighbor cells of locked boundary cells. To illus-
trate this step, consider a face-neighbor of C (the locked
boundary cell) with only one outflow face that leads to C;
this cell can also be locked with the same property as C. In
general, a cell on the queue can be locked if all of its outflow
faces are locked with the same property, see Figure 7. The
property can be propagated to subsequent neighbors until
some portion of the original data set is locked. An analogous
approach exists for locking cells based on inflow properties.
Furthermore, more aggressive and more clever heuristics can
be used to find even more “lockable” cells.
When all lockable cells are locked, all streamlines that
would have been seeded in these cells can be ignored since
Figure 7: Locking cells that do not initially contain a property.
Demonstrating cell-locking in cells that do not originally contain a
property: The purple cells are locked with some property, and it is
being determined whether the yellow cell can be locked. The vectors
are color-coded with respect to the yellow cell, green indicating out-
flow and red indicating inflow. Since both of the yellow cell’s outflow
neighbors are locked with the same property it also can be locked
with that property.
their properties are know a priori. Furthermore, all stream-
lines that encounter a locked cell terminate since their prop-
erty is known as soon as they enter a locked cell.
4.3. Adaptive Sampling
The overall algorithm described is not designed to be inter-
active. Rather, it is expected that it might require a signifi-
cant amount of time to compute the separatrices (which are
stored in polygonal format for visualization purposes). How-
ever, acceleration strategies also lead to a “more accurate”
surface. The original algorithm relies heavily on “process-
ing power” to generate reasonably good approximations of
the separatrices; it basically uniformly seeds streamlines in
different cells. While this approach produces correct results,
it adds to computational cost. No fully automatic streamline
seeding algorithm is known today. However, even without
such a tool, great improvements can be made over uniform
sampling. We employ a four-step sampling process: “Ini-
tial”, “unsampled,” “undersampled,” and “separatrix” seed-
ing.
Initial seeding is the process of defining the first set of
seed points for streamlines. While using field curvature in-
formation can determine good seed locations, we have found
that the time necessary to compute the additional curvature
information does not pay off. A user could determine ini-
tial seed locations, for example, through an input file. In our
experience, however, seeding the initial set of streamlines
manually does not (in most cases) greatly affect the over-
all number of streamlines necessary. Thus, we still choose
initial seed locations by uniform sampling, as in the origi-
nal algorithm. This step is executed in a single pass. Each of
the adaptive sampling steps (unsampled, undersampled, and
separatrix) require multiple passes.
The first step of each of the adaptive seeding approaches
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is memory calculation to determine the maximal number of
seedable streamlines (based on average length of streamlines
seeded thus far). The unsampled seeding process checks the
vertices of the data set and seeds streamlines near those ver-
tices whose barycentric property tuples have not been mod-
ified (i.e., vertices whose properties are still zero). This step
terminates when the barycentric property tuples for all ver-
tices have been modified.
Next, we perform undersampled seeding. For each vertex
v in the data set, we consider its associated barycentric prop-
erty tuple bv. We then calculate Sv, the sum of each of the
components of bv. The value of Sv represents the number
of points along streamlines that contribute to bv. For each
undersampled seeding pass, we seed additional streamlines
near vertices in increasing order of Sv.
Our last adaptive step is separatrix seeding. The purpose
of this step is to seed additional streamlines near vertices that
lie close to local separatrices. For each vertex v we consider
its associated barycentric property tuple bv and Sv, the sum
of the components of bv. We also consider Gv, the number of
components of bv that are greater than zero, i.e., the number
of “active” properties. If Gv is greater than one, then there
are streamlines near v that begin/end at different sources and
terminal locations. Therefore, it is possible that v lies near a
separatrix. In this step, we seed additional streamlines near
vertices in increasing order of Gv. Many vertices v in the
data set only have one or two active properties, and, as a re-
sult, there will be many vertices having the same number of
active properties. Among vertices with the same number of
active properties, we seed additional streamlines in increas-
ing order of Sv, similarly to the undersampled seeding step.
The total number of passes performed for each of the
adaptive steps is a user-defined parameter that should be a
balance between desired accuracy and computation time.
5. Results
To demonstrate the adaptive sampling and cell-locking re-
sults achieved, we used the tornado data set from the orig-
inal method12. The tornado data set is a flow field on a
64× 64× 64 grid, see Crawfis and Max2. Figure 8 shows
the tornado data set at several different sampling resolutions.
The adaptive sampling steps generate a good approximation
of the separatrix with a fraction of the streamlines required
by the original method.
When locking cells based on outflow, we were able to lock
11 percent of the total 1,572,864 tetrahedral cells. Figure 9
shows the boundary of the locked outflow cells in green. All
tetrahedra that lie between the green surface and the data
set boundary are locked. We achieve similar results when
locking inflow cells with a total of around 20 percent of cells
locked. This reduces the average streamline length as well as
eliminates 20 percent of the streamlines required to generate
the separatrices.
Figure 10 shows the tornado data set using the in-
flow/outflow enhancement. The core separatrix generated by
the original method is diminished as well as additional sep-
aratrices separating regions where streamlines enter and/or
exit the data set domain from boundary regions with differ-
ing property values.
We did not have access to any three-dimensional data sets
that contain critical points. Therefore, we generated one on
a 20× 20× 20 grid with diagonally-constant flow. A single
critical point was generated on an edge shared by four tetra-
hedra by reversing the direction of the flow along a row of
vectors on one of the boundaries of the data set. This crit-
ical point data set was generated to illustrate the results of
inflow/outflow matching. Figure 11 shows streamlines in the
critical point data set, as well as the separatrices generated
using inflow/outflow matching. This data set highlights why
it is important to consider both the entrance and exit proper-
ties of a streamline. The original algorithm would not have
created any separatrices due to the fact that only one exit
property exists. Since all streamlines exit the data set from
faces with the same property, no separatrices are generated.
However, using the inflow/outflow enhancement, we see that
two surfaces exist that separate the flow into three distinct
regions.
6. Conclusions
We have presented three enhancements to an algorithm that
generates separatrix surfaces in three-dimensional vector
fields: inflow/outflow matching, cell-locking, and adaptive
sampling. These enhancements allow us to generate a more
topologically significant set of surfaces using overall less
computational work.
Future work can be done to create even more aggressive
cell-locking and adaptive sampling techniques. Furthermore,
we would like to apply this to time-varying data and move
away from the use of the boundary information entirely, re-
lying only on the internal flow of the field to generate sepa-
ratrices.
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 8: Tornado separatrices at different sampling intervals.
Figure (a) shows the tornado data set uniformly sampled with several million uniform samples. Figure (b) shows the tornado data set with
32,000 uniform samples. Figure (c) shows the tornado data set with 1,800 adaptive samples. During creation of the separatrices, if a vertex
remains un-sampled a property must be artificially assigned to it. Techniques such as interpolation with neighbor quantities can be employed.
However, in some cases artifacts are still produced such as in Figure (b).
(a) (b)
Figure 9: Cell-locking in tornado data set.
Figures (a) and (b) show the boundary of the locked outflow cells in green. All tetrahedral cells that lie between the green surface and the data
set boundary are locked.
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 10: Separatrices found using inflow/outflow improvement in tornado data set.
Figure (a) shows the topological separation of the boundary of the tornado data set. Figure (b) shows the topological separation generated
by the original algorithm. Figure (c) shows the topological separatrices generated using the inflow/outflow improvement. This improvement
separates regions of flow that have distinct entrace/exit conditions, thus the “pockets” of separated flow in the corners of the data set.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 11: Separatrices found using inflow/outflow enhancement in the critical point data set.
Streamlines can have one of three different entrance properties, however, they all have the same exit property. Figures (a) and (b) show
streamlines in addition to the separatrices. The critical point is located on the shared diagonal of the tetrahedra outlined in black. Figure (c)
shows the separatrices that would not have been generated by the original algorithm.
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